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HONFLEUR - NORMANDY
In the 19th century, the ever-changing landscapes of the Seine estuary inspired the painters.
It is the land of constant moving skies and of a fascinating light.
La Ferme Saint-Siméon basks in this atmosphere of indefinable charm.
(…)

The Wellness Farm- « Spa Bio »
Situated in the «Pressoir », the Saint-Siméon Wellness Farm has an inside overflow pool and a Jacuzzi overlooking
the garden, 4 treatments rooms among which one has a futon, a sauna, steam baths and a fitness room.
Water and light create a peaceful space with an enchanting setting conducive to body and wellness treatments.
The Farm offers a range of exclusive treatments especially created by Valérie Holozet, Designer of wild treatments.
She created for the Wellness Farm a list of treatments from an original and natural concept in perfect harmony with
the Norman surroundings.
The treatments are carried out with Bio preparations combining local products: apples, milks, cereals… to essential
oils from the Biossentiel products range (Nelly Grosjean).
All treatments are prepared according to the needs of every client.
They are thus adapted to all types of skin.
For the wellness of the clients, herb teas and aromatic toddies are suggested before and after every treatment.
Natural and Bio products and natural recipes for a Beauty Program
It is around 3 references to Normandy, that the new concept of the Wellness Farm has been created: milky
treatments, « tout pomme » (apple) treatments, precious stones treatments.
Each of them represents a step of life: life, youth and maturity.
Milky treatment for life
Milk has here the place of honor in this range of products: milk and essential oils based products.
“Tout Pomme” (apple) treatments for youth
These treatments are revitalizing and anti-oxidants ones for the face; help eliminating toxins and slimming the figure.
Apple juice, honey and essential oils based products.
Precious Stones Treatments for maturity
Precious stones for an energizing treatment
A treatment with hot pebbles of Etretat is also suggested for a deep muscle relaxation.
Valérie Holozet - Designer for wild treatments
She first was trainer for Anne Sémonin and in charge of the Fitness Centre of the « Fermes de Marie », Valerie
Holozet then created her own concept: the “Cabine de Valérie” within the “Hôtel Mont Blanc” in Megève. Today, she
invests herself in putting her talent to the service of luxury properties, wellness centers or institutes wishing to develop
innovating services thanks to her own inventive aromatic programs. She selects Bio and natural ingredients, thus
imagining personalized recipes, as a Beauty Chef, to develop her treatments.

